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ESL students overcome difficulties at SJSU
By Janine Stanhope
Daily Copy Editor
When Hiroyuki Tsukamoto, a junior business major from Japan, sits
down to study, he works with one
textbook in English and another one
in Japanese.
He said that’s why it takes him
twice as long to study this year as a
new exchange student at San Jose
State University.
"I keep one book in Japanese and
another in English," he said, "It’s
really hard. The classes are taught in
English."
Tsukamoto said living at the
International House on 11th street
forces him to use English and that he
likes to visit with the other students,
as he has not had much opportunity
to practice English in the past
"In my country, we speak only
Japanese, he said. "But I took
English in school, and I’ve traveled
to Britain and to other English
speaking countries."
Verna Benitez, a senior mechanical engineering major from Mexico,
said that living at the International
House helps her to adapt to learning at SJSU by living close to campus as well.
Benitez said she kept her grades
high enough while attending school
in Mexico City to get a scholarship,
and she doesn’t feel uncomfortable
living far away from home.
"I have been studying for seven
years away from my family in
Oaxaca, Mexico," she said. "It helps
to be here at the International
House."
Benitez said she took some classes
in English while in school in Mexico
before being admitted at SJSU, and
she knew what to expect before moving here.
She said she felt prepared for her
engineering classes that were being
taught in English, but she knew it
wouldn’t be easy.
"I like the challenges to improve
myself and practice, Benitez said.
"The books are expensive here."
Helen Stevens, the international
programs and services director, said
introductory letters sent by SJSU
mention the option of staying at the
International House as an SJSU residence in addition to the advising
services available.
"Once that is done, when they get
here, they check in with us and
advise them for the rest of their time
here," Steven. ..6d. "We always have

Students claim
10 p.m. closing
time too early
By Robert Hong
Daily Staff Writer

From right, English as a second language students Tsutoshi Miki
from Japan, Tungwo Wang from China, and Jeannie Chan from
Taiwan, improve their English Tuesday afternoon in room 108 of the
Studies in American Language classrooms building on Second
orientation classes before school
starts and continued immigration
counseling."
Mexican -American studies department secretary, Erlinda Yanez, said
most EST, students who call her for
advice usually need answers to questions about classes, enrollment and
grades. She said they speak to her in
English as well as in Spanish.
"1 rarely have to use Spanish, but it
is helpful with some of the book
titles and terminology," Yanez said.
"Our classes are in English. Most of
the students speak English and if
they are more comfortable or hear

me speak in Spanish, to be polite, we
Speak in Spanish. It is good skill to
be bilingual."
Yanez said the biggest problem for
the ESL student starts with the first
step in the application process.
"I don’t know how they do it," she
said. "Getting documents here, getting them in your file, the simple
things. If you live nearby campus,
you can come in and say Tye already
mailed them in five times.’ I dont
know how they navigate."
She said the application process
alone for the ESL student is a difficult to endure.

Sivertsen +Al&
Harris looks at HIV, AIDS and
sexually transmitted diseases as manageable, but said that they are also
the result of serious at-risk behaviors
that are potentially self-destructive.
"The message is there to emphasize
safe sex practice, but (education)
can’t be a one-time thing," said
Harris.
He said that education must be
ongoing as he noted the resurgence
of the disease in students from age
13 to 19, according to a recent report
from the Center of Disease Control
and Prevention in Atlanta.
HIV was the fifth leading cause of

Walking through campus, students
may notice a flier asking them to sign
up and petition to extend the hours at
the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
Library.
The hours that currently run from 8
a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday, 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday and 1 13.111. to
7 p.m. on Sundays, are too short for
some students lifestyles.
"The library is an essential part of
the campus, said Andrew Blasi, a
senior in environmental studies.
"How are students supposed to succeed without a full-time library?"
Blasi and a group of other students
have started a petition to extend the
library hours.
"I plan to get about 3,000 signatures
and take it to the administration,"
Blasi said.
The group argues that schools
around the area, such as Stanford
University and U.C. Berkeley have
more than one library which have
sections that stay open past 12 a.m.
and even up to 24 hours, while SJSU’s
hours are open until 10 p.m. at the
latest.
"I am totally behind extending the
library hours," San Jose State
Provost
Marshall
University
Goodman said. "I think the time
most students study is late at night."
Goodman said that there was a $6.8
million cut from his department,
which is the administrative area that
would provide funding for the library.
According to a notice from the
library, there are two issues that now
make it impossible for the library to
be open past 10 p.m. Monday
through Thursday. The first is the
budget cuts in the Provost office.
"The funds that the Provost gave us
last year were not available this fall,"
said Jo Whitlatch, associate dean of
the library.
The second reason is the failure of
last semester’s Measure Y to gain student support.
Measure Y was a proposal placed on
the SJSU ballot in Spring 2003,
which would provide for extended
library hours in the fall by adding a
/139 additional student fee, according
to Goodman.
"That measure had other functions
as well, but of that $39, $10 would go
to my department and $4 out of that
$10 would go to the library,"
Goodman said.

See HEALTH, page 5

See HOURS, page 5
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Street. Studies in American Language is a part of San Jose State
University’s International and Extended Studies division, designed
for international students planning to attend an American college
or university.
"It takes a lot to get to the university," she said. "I think it’s way more
stressful to get in, to get any help, to
stay."
Yanez said she primarily works with
students who speak Spanish, but she
is also concerned with other ESL
student populations who might not
be familiar with English at all.
"I don’t know how they do it.
Usually, on campus there’s somebody
who speaks Spanish," she said.
Larry Webb, a student services
coordinator for ESL students with
the Studies in American Language
he also graduated front
program

SJSU with a master’s degree in education.
He said the classes are beneficial to
non-matriculated students who are
waiting to be formally accepted.
"We offer oral, written grammar,
current events and electives with a
choice of classes," he said.
Harris said students who didn’t go
to high school or a school in an
English speaking country will need to
pass the TOEFL (Test of English as
a Foreign Language) exam as a prerequisite to get into the university.
See ESL, page 3

HIV, AIDS resources available at Health Center
By Janine Stanhope
Daily Copy Edit,
The San Jose State University
Student Health Center has a system
to help students with HIV and
AIDS. It includes pretest and posttest medical care, education and
training, disability resources for academic advising, counseling and career
advising services.
Steven L. Harris, student health
center director at SJSU, said the student health center conducts HIV
testing upon request.
For three years, the center conducted 1,047 tests, he said. The statistical
average is one person is tested as

Library
petition
requests
hours

ot every
"We have discovered three HIV
positive people who have been tested," Harris said. "Even though we
have people using us for HIV treatment, we have provided medications
for people as far as prescriptions and
their medical problems."
"That’s three people who wouldn’t
have known otherwise," he said.
Santa Clara County reported 1,936
people who were being treated with
IIIV and AIDS in 2000. Twenty
percent of them live in the downtown San Jose area.
Harris said the death sentence previously handed to HIV and AIDS
victims who are tested with chronic
or

a

111Werell

immunity to infection might have an
extension on their life expectancy
with medication but not without
complication.
Harris said those complexities, however, can be managed at the health
center.
"The side effects can be pretty nasty
with the drugs, but the disease is even
nastier," he said.
He said that the center does not
directly provide the drug AZT to
patients, but the center’s health officials can write prescriptions for the
medication.
Harris said health officials see the
increase in life expectancy as a direct
result from education and the billions of dollars spent on research and

awareness programs.
Wiggsy Sivertsen, director of counseling services, said awareness programs about what the disease was all
about were first introduced back in
the 1980s with the first campus HIV
committee.
"The lifespan was from six months
to a year," she said. "Now people are
living a good deal longer and the
quality of life is not as awful as it was
in the first days of AZT."
Sivertsen said although AZT helps
people to live longer, AIDS is still
incurable.
"There is no prevention in terms of
a shot or inoculation that one can
take to prevent HIV, the only prevention is the practice of safe sex,"

Former SJSU professor in Governor’s race
By Rima Shah
Daily Copy Editor
For Dick Lane, politics is an old passion.
When he was 19, Lane spied on the Soviet
Union and China for the -United States. At
23, he helped people get past the Berlin Wall.
His job was to arrange meetings and tell
people what they could and could not bring ...
no pots and pans ... no suspicious documents.
The hardest part, Lane said, was telling people they couldn’t go past the wall as planned.
Lane stopped helping people across the Berlin
Wall after the birth of his daughter.
And now, after travels that took him to
about 25 countries and 17 years of teaching at
San Jose State University, Lane, 65, is running
for California governor.
"I think anybody who votes for Republicans
has not thought through the situation," the
Democratic candidate said. "We’re goirig to
have stagnation in our state government.
Lane said a Republican governor in a
Democratically-controlled legislature would
not get the htime of day," which would make it
difficult for the state to function for three
years.
A lack of a viable Democratic alternative in
the second part of the ballot, Lane said, would

result in an automatic Republican victory.
With these thoughts and with Gray Davis losing ground in all of the polls, Lane filed his
glibernatorial candidacy papers at the end of
July.
"Keep the Democratic team in place," his
Web site, www.lane-for-governor.org, states.
Cruz Bustamante, the most prominent
Democrat in the recall ballot, is a great lieutenant governor, Lane said. He wants
Bustamante to keep his job, and the only way
to do that, Lane said, would be to vote for
him.
"He’s really not ready for prime time," Lane
said, adding that one of the ,problems in
Bustainantes candidacy is the kind of favors
he is getting.
Constantine Danopolous, associate professor of political science at SJSU, had shared his
office with Lane about 10 to 15 years ago.
Danopolous remembers Lane as a principled
man and said he is sure that he will make
"principled decisions."
’lie is passionate about politics,"
Danopolous said. "lie is pleasant and straightfin ward. Ile has lots of ideas :mil is an eloquent speaker. Ile thinks he can make a difference."
Calling the recall a Republican "power grab,"
Line advises voters to vote "no" on the recall

and then vote for him.
If Davis was a better governor, Line said, the
right-wing recall effort would not have stood
ground.
Davis’s constant search for money and giving
favors alienated him, Lane said, and this
spurred the recall effort.
In contrast, Lane said, "I think my, positions
here offer visions of a brighter future for
Californians."
One of his priorities for that better future is
education, especially the California State
University system.
Lane himself is a graduate of the CSU system. He received his bachelor’s and master’s
degrees from CSU Los Angeles in government and his doctorate degree in international relations from the University of Southern
California.
At SJSU, he has taught in the political science, linguistics and psychology departments
and was a member of the California Faculty
Association and the California Teacher’s
Association. Lane also taught at DeAnza
College for more than 10 years.
"The valley can’t work without San Jose
State," I,ane said, adding that although the
university does not produce Nobel Prize winnets, it supplies numerous skilled professionals, which are the backbone of the valley.

Yvonne Pineue / ()ally Staff
Dick Lane, a former political science lecturer at San lose State University, is running for California governor as a Democratic candidate.
1.aiii s.iv IIi ntends to do this by prioritizing
"I was ihihked At the $441 I:11111,41 .m iii the
CSU budget this year," Lane said, adding that spending and making education the No.1 issue,
he plans to restore the budget and quality orSee LANE, page 5
the CSU system.
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The anatomy of a Giants playoff game at its best
12:46 p.m. Reach the will call line to pick up tickets. 1 spot
"Don’t you have school tomorrow, too?" and "I have to work.
What about your
the hot chick walking past the stadium and signal Matt to
Clearly, sacrifices had to be made.
look. He nods incoherently.
Meanwhile, the crowd is 10 deep and people are growing
When I approached my friend Matt, I had to change my
testy. A large, sweaty intoxicated man standselling tactic.
ing in the line next to me slurs, "Hurry up.
Me (giddy and overly-excited):
We want to see the game, too." One more
"MattlgotGiantsticketsfortommorrow’sBud Light and this crowd could erupt.
gamele ."
1:07 p.m. Giants staff members are giving
Matt (lethargic): "Ugh. I have work
away free orange towels to fans entering the
though."
stadium. After our run, Man and I use ours
Me (prodding): "Matt..."
to towel off.
Matt (defeated): ’I’ll call my boss in the
I:11p.m. We arrive in our seats just in time
morning."
to see Jason Schmidt strike out the first batThat was all it took. Giants-Marlins:
ter of the game, Florida center fielder Juan
National League Divisional Playoffs, game
Pierre. I notice that a group of Marlins fans
No. 1.
11:36 a.m. Arrive at the BART station in CHRIS GIOVANNETTI are sitting right behind us so that means one
thing: Time for obnoxious fan mode. From
Fremont. I love public transportation no
one talks or interacts. If this were first grade we’d all have here on out, I plan to cheer Giants plays louder than usual,
cooties and recoil when someone’s bag accidentally brushed make public note of all Florida gaffes and question the masculinity of all of the Marlins players. My goal is to drive the
up against us.
Notice a hot chick a few aisles down from us. More on this Florida fans from their seats by the sixth inning.
(On a side note: My other talent besides writing and spotas it develops.
ting fake breasts is being able to blend into any sports crowd.
12:33 p.m. Hot chick gets off at the Embarcadero stop.
12:36 p.m. Train pulls into the Montgomery Street stop On Saturday, my father, younger brother, Craig, and I
and Matt and I push and shove our way out. It’s the playoffs attended the Cal Berkeley football game against No. 3 USC.
Within minutes, Craig and I were cheering for Cal and
every man for himself.
12:39 p.m. We’re running late for the 1:05 p.m. first pitch taunting USC fans. When USC missed a crucial field goal,
so Matt and I decide to start running to the stadium. It’s not Craig and I grabbed our necks flashing a "choke" signal to
the greatest idea, but it gets us there. Within a minute we’re the fans. When Cal pulled the upset in triple overtime, I
running around groups of people, moving cars and I almost walked out of the stadium taunting USC fans with shouts of,
"Whose No. 3? Not USC!" Yes, I know an ass kicking is in
take out a homeless guy.

I didn’t want to write another running diary column, I really didn’t. But when a professor in the school of journalism
mass communications phoned my desk Monday night and
told me that he had conic across a pair of tickets for
. Tuesday’s San Francisco Giants playoff opening game, well,
I had no choice.
"If you want them, I suggest you get your ass down here.
Now," Craig said.
That’s an offer I couldn’t refuse.
Besides, as a lifelong Giants fan, I HAD to be at this game.
I’ve suffered a long time watching this team. Ignore the
tough playoff losses or last season’s World Series debacle
where the Giants blew game No. 6 and slumped through
game No. 7 in losing to the vile scum known as the Anaheim
Angels.
Suffering was the 1985 season where the Giants lost 100
a
games AND had the audacity to trot out The Crab
dancing crustacean that was, without a doubt, the single
worst EllaSCot

Suffering was the mystery known as Candlestick Park.The
temperature in San Francisco could be 70 degrees but somehow the Stick managed to measure 35 degrees with a wind
chill factor of 20 degrees. God,! loved that place.
Suffering was watching Philadelphia Phillies third baseman and future Hall of Feiner Mike Schmidt continually kill
your team in those god -awful sky blue and brown uniforms.
Therefore, if this is the year the Giants take it all, I have to
be a part of it. Somehow..
Finding someone to take the second ticket off my hands
proved to be the only hard part.
Six of my friends turned me down with whiny excuses like,

Letter I Student Union’s delayed repairs
Union’s self-imposed urgency of this issue did not allow a
student vote to occur and required the student body leadership to take this difficult position of supporting a fee increase
in these difficult times.
The highest level of university administration must look
closely at why these facilities have been allowed to deteriorate for so long. Students must be ensured by the university
administration that 10 years from now we aren’t faced with
the same problems. Swift solutions must be enacted immediately to protect student resources. General excuses like the
economy, student enrollment and external forces should
never be the cause for endangering student services.
Active involvement from the university administration
along with the student leadership of San Jose State
University will ensure that students aren’t seen as the financial solution to bureaucratic inefficiency.

To The Students of San Jose State University,
Yesterday, at the Campus Fee Advisory Committee, your
student government leaders voted in favor of saving your
Student Union. Your Student Union will eventually have its
normal operating hours back as well as other services that
were cut back Crucial and necessary repairs will also be
made to maintain the Student Union as a safe environment
for students.
However, a more critical issue is now brought into the
open.
Will this fee increase really keep the Student Union from
reaching deeper into our pockets instead of looking at alternatives when costs go up? The attention is now brought to
the management of the Student Union ... students must
always know what is being done with the fees that we pay
every semester.
Do Student Union administrators really need to wait until
student facilities are at risk before taking the appropriate
steps? The result will be a fee that is forced through the system again without sufficient student input. The Student

Arash Shokouh
Associated Students President
San Jose State University

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bente’ Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e-mailed to spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide."
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY

977-8789 or e-mail Ijohnston@peacecorps.gov.

STUDY ABROAD CAREER FAIR

STUDY ABROAD OFFICE

The fair will be held today from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at
SJSU. For more information, call Laura Marie Johnston
at (415) 977-8789 or e-mail Ijohnston@peacecorps.gov.

The study abroad fair of fall 2003 will take place today
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Seventh Street Plaza. For
more information, call Jimmy Gordilio at 924-5931.

GENERAL CAREER FAIR

JEWISH STUDENT UNION

The fair will be held on Oct. 8 from 1:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
at SJSU. For more information call Laura Marie
Johnston at (415) 977-8789 or e-mail
Ijohnston@peacecorps.gov.

A meeting to discuss the meanings of High Holidays
will take place today at 4:30 p.m. in the Ohlone room
in the Student Union. For more information, call Dylan
at 286-6669.

STUDENT LIFE AND LEADERSHIP

ASIAN BAPTIST STUDENT KOINONIA

The first workshop in the Student Life and Ledarehsip
workshop U series begins today from 4 p_.m. to 6 p.m.
in the Guadalupe room in the Student Union. For more
information, call 924-5950.

A dinner and broom ball will take place on Oct. 3 at
10:30 p.m. at Vallco fashion Park. For more information, call Bryan at 234-0763 or go to www.absk.org.

MEN’S HOCKEY TEAM

STUDENT LIFE AND LEADERSHIP

The first game of the season will take place on Oct. 3 at
7:30 p.m. at Logitech Ice Center. The game will be
against the University of Southern California. All students with a valid Tower Card will get in for free. For
more information, e-mail sjshockey@hotmail.com.

The first annual Student organization leadership conference will take place on Oct. 4 from 9 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. in the Student Union. Special key note speaker
Cindy Chavez, San Jose City council member and
SJSU alumna will kick off the day. For more information, call Nam Nguyen at 924-5963.

DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY
A seminar on "what we can learn from and 83-year
record of sea surface temperature at Pacific Grove about
the waters of Monterey Bay and beyond?" will take
place on Oct. 7 from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. in Duncan Hall,
room 614. Laurence C. Breaker, a senior research scientist of Moss Landing Laboratory, will speak. For more
information, call the Meteorology department at 9245200.

AKBAYAN OF SJSU

Ma"boo"hay Talent Shocase will be held today. Doors
open at 7:30 p.m., and it costs $10 at the door, but $2
off if you bring canned food at the door. Pre-sale tickets
are $7. The event will take place in the Barret Ballroom.
To reserve tickets, call Jonas at 605-5517 or e-mail
alebayansjsu@hotmail.com.

AKBAYAN PILIPINO-AMERICAN ORGANIZATION

FEMINIST MAJORITY LEADERSHIP ALLIANCE
Guest speaker Gayle Tiller, a public affairs officer for
Planned Parenthood will discuss the state of reproductive choice on Oct. 2 at 3 p.m. in the Pacheco room in
the Student Union. For more information, call Erika
Jackson at 924-6500.

The second general meeting will take place today from
4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. on the second floor of the Student
Union. For more information, call Vesper Emata at
(209) 679-1660.

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

A video conference on complementary and alternative
medicine titled Moving Toward Integration in
Contemporary Health care Settings will take place
today from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. in SJSU IRC, room 302.
For more information, call Caroline at 924-3116 or
Nancy Hikoyeda at 924- 2938.

Chris Giovannetti is the
Spartan Daily executive editor.
No Shame’ appears Thursdays.

IS IT FRIDAY YET?

Student finds parking spot
after a race in the garage
In the distance, according to a related recollection of mine,
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITYYesterday I parked
on campus between 10 a.m. and 11 a.m. in lightning time, three male students sat tailgating in the bed of a rusted Ford
shattering a previous personal record of 12 minutes and re- pickup.
"It was totally surreal," the recollection reveals."! closed my
establishing a connection with the Lord on High, according
eyes and almost lost it, wondering, ’Tailgating for what?
to statements I made to me shortly afterward.
"It was exhilarating," I said to myself. "Praise God!! knew Tailgating for what?’"
After circling the second floor twice, anger reared its ugly
I could do it. I had a good feeling about the Fourth Street
head.
(Garage) when I hit the 280 from the 85."
"I turned off the radio and loudly yelled
I entered the garage at 10:05 a.m. in my
" I said. "The pressure and frustration
dark green Neon, three cars directly ahead of
(were) clearly beginning to sink in."
me and two cars right on my tail. I didn’t
Mounting frustration, however, sharpknow it yet, but 10 minutes later I would be
ened my focus, and before I knew it I was
successfully parked on level two.
headed to level three of the garage.
"We all had the same goal and the same
"I knew the second floor was Min’ hopelook of panicked determination," I said to
less, and I had to get off of it," I said. "I was
myself afterward. "We were brothers and
pissed, but! wanted (a parking space) more
sisters about to fight tooth and nail, no holds
than ever."
barred, for whatever space we could find."
For a brief moment, level three looked
After fruitlessly circling the first floor of
traffic-free.
the garage, I decided to branch off with the
Honda Accord in front of me and give the
"It felt good," I later said out loud to no
TONY BURCHYNS one in particular. "Like a new day dawning, a
second level a try. I nodded farewell to the
fresh new dream unfolding."
driver behind me as she raced past me to take
Optimism quicldy faded, though, as three cars pulled in
the lead on the first floor circuit. We wouldn’t meet again.
"It’s every man and woman for himself and herself," I said. front of me before I could complete my first lap.
in
"That’s the thing about Fourth Street (Garage)," I shouted
"There’s no rhyme or reason no right or wrong path
in the stairwell. "You think you’re in position to grab any spot
this crazy garage world."
Zooming up the second floor radii% / noticed three idling that comeralong, and then, banirKbunch of ars Come-up"
compacts impeding my passage. The Accord! followed took the ramp and jet in front of you as you’re trying to start your
second pass."
evasive action, fiercely screeching leftward and while
At 10:11 a.m. I decided to head back to the second floor,
accelerating lobbing obscenities at the hazardously posidespite the fact that I had recently seen many vehicles headtioned would-be packers.
"That was a super-close call," I said later in the stairwell. "It ing that way.
"I don’t know why I did it,"! said. "I think I blacked out for
shook me to the core. I remember thinking, ’Damn, what’s
a second, and then, all of a sudden, I was back on level two.
the meaning of (life at) San Jose State University?"
The adrenalin rush that accompanies the SJSU mid-morn- Weird."
Then, in somewhat bizarre fashion, a space opened up as if
ing parking race often obscures rationality, according to
arranged by God.
thoughts I said later! adhered to.
"It was like the parting of the Red Sea," I said to someone
"I thought, ’Yeah, man... yeah,’ " I said." ’OK,’! thought,
outside. "I felt very dose to the Lord."
’deep breaths, no accidents, no accidents.’"
"OK," the person said.
I guided my Neon cleanly and smoothly around the effin’
The spot appeared miraculously as a maroon Volvo ahead
dill holes in my way and calmly flipped them the bird.
"It was good-natured ribbing," I said." ’Good luck, you of me "pissed me off" by going in reverse, I said later.
"(The Volvo driver) was trying to back up and grab a spot
crazy bastards,’ I told them."
that was opening up to the left of us,"! said. "I was like, ’Hey!
Responses from the idling drivers were unkind.
"One guy just glared at me, and one girl muttered some- Uh-uh, crack-head!’"
Fortunately, another car backed out to our right and saved
thing under her breath,"! said. "Oh well. ’That’s war for you,’
the day.
I told myself"
"I swerved into the spot, turned off the engine and sung
Approaching the first left turn on the second level, I spotted a student emerging from the corner stairwell, car keys in praise to the Lord,"! said to another random person.
I didn’t even know I had broken my mid-morning parking
hand.! slowed to follow her, pushing the button to unroll the
record until! told myself hours later,! said.
passenger-side window.
"Really? That’s awesome!" I said. "You never know when
"When I saw the girl in the Gap sweatshirt, I was like,
you might surprise yourself"
’Hey, are you leaving?’"! said.
Unfortunately, things aren’t always the way they seem.
"It turned out she wasn’t (leaving)," I said to myself on my
Tony Burchyns is a
way to the library. "What the hell was she doing? I was
Spartan Daily senior staffwriter
beginning to lose faith. ’What a bitch,’ I evilly thought. I was
’Is It Friday Yet?’ regularly appears Mondays
beginning to scare myself."

HEALTH PROFESSIONS AND GERONTOLOGY PROGRAMS

A symposium on leading technologies with Dr. Inder
M. Singh, the CEO and chairman of Lynux Words Inc.
will be held today from noon to 1 p.m. in the College of
Engineering auditorium, room 189. The title of the
symposium is Trends in Embedded Operating Systems.
For more information, call Kate Shelton at 924-4086.

the near future.)
1:26 p.m. I over-cheer a Ray Durham base hit, turn around
and smile at the Marlins fans.
1:59 p.m. The stadium announcing crew plays theme
music before each Giants hitter walks up to the plate. If!
were a major league baseball player, I couldn’t go with
Metallica or Snoop Dogg. My theme song would have to
straddle the line between corny and secretly likable. Perhaps
something like George Thorogood’s "Bad to the Bone."
Or porn music.
2:17 p.m. Marlins first baseman Derek Lee makes a crucial fielding mistake that leads to the Giants first run of the
day and my mouth is off and running.
"Nice play Mrs. Lee, way to let that ball go under your
skirt."
(Cocky smile to the Marlins fans.)
2:31 p.m. Mmmmmmm. Garlic Fries.
2:48 p.m. Mission accomplished! The Marlins fans are
gone. Maybe they couldn’t handle the fact that their tea
couldn’t hit the ball if it was set on a tee. Or that Florida
plays like girls.
3:37 p.m. Lee grounds to Giants shortstop Rich Aurilia
who throws on to first baseman J.T. Snow for the final out
of the game. Giants take game No. 1,2-0 and! high-five
two women with a combined age of 186.
And yes, I’m well aware that Florida knotted the series 11 with 9-5 victory on Wednesday. Stay tuned.

ANOTHER DIMENTIAN

PAUL DYBDAHL

AMERICAN STUDIES PROGRAM
Nanalamilla Boyd will speak on "Reflections on
Uncovery a Gay Past Through Oral History’ today
at 3 p.m. in Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library in
room 255. For more information, call Gail Sansbury at
(415) 824-2659 or 924-4463.

PEACE CORPS

A general information meeting will take place today
from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. and every first Thursday of the
month in the Almaden room in theStudent Union. For
more information, call Laura Marie Johnston at (415)
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Student workshop turns designs into theater sets
By Ron Pangrac
and

Daily Staff Writer
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Behind the University Theatre in Hugh Gillis
Hall is the Scene Shop, a workshop with two
band saws, a table saw and a range of other tools
along with an assortment of art and construction
supplies from paint to lumber and sandpaper.
Sets for "The Amen Corner," *The Crucible"
and other theatrical productions for the year are
being created here.
Working from ideas developed for a play’s sets
by a student designer and a theater professor, students help turn two-dimensional pictures and
small-scale models into the scenery that will be
populated by actors in front of a live audience.
It’s essentially one gigantic art class," said John
Chavez, a senior majoring in radio, television
and film. "You’re working with tools more
sophisticated than ayaintbrush and a palette, but
it’s still an art class.
Daniel Dziubczynski, a graduate student
majoring in art, has helped translate ideas into
sets on a number of shows.
He said the first step is to plan the structure of
the set.
"We get working drawings, we get a model ... of
what its supposed to look like," Dziubczynski said.
"We turn (those) around and start breaking it
down into various components. We’ll start building the structure behind it," he said.
The two main elements of a set’s structure are
platforms to allow varying elevations on the
stage, and flats panels of different size, which
will be connected- and decorated to represent
walls or landscapes.
"Once we build that structure, we’ll turn it back
around and we’ll lay on the detail to make it look
like the drawings we have for the show," he said.
Dziubczynski said he has not been formally
trained in theater design, so he handles a set like
an art project.
"I approach it from more of a sculptural point
of view," he said.
"It might not be the best way or the proscribed
way, but it works."
John York, the scene shop manager, said that
due to budget concerns, the department decided
to make one basic stage set up that all of this
year’s plays will utilize.
"All the productions are going to use the same
platform layout, and we re going to change
things like the walls," York said. "We’ll add to
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Chavez said he was surprised by the amount of
cooperation that building a set involves.
"In other art classes I’ve taken, it’s more solitary. If it’s a sculpting art class, I’m molding my
own statue. If it’s a drawing art class, I’m painting my own picture," he said. "I wasn’t prepared
for the amount of teamwork."
On Wednesday afternoon, Lana Dykstra, a
sophomore majoring in theater arts, was sanding
down a large flat to be used again later.
Dziubczynski helped her move the six-foot tall
item to an open spot on the floor.
"I’m doing it for a class, but I really like it,"
Dykstra said.
I can’t stand being lectured. I’d much rather
being doing physical work."
By helping_budd sets, Dykstra said she is learning
about the efforts that go into a theater production.
"So much is put into a show," she said. "I never
really"had an idea of that before I worked in the

and take away from the basic structure depending on the needs of the play."
When the plans for a set are ready, students do
much of the actual work of building it.
"I do everything from constructing flats and
platforms to painting," said Joey Lin, a senior
majoring in television, radio, film and theater.
Lin said new flats are built only when an irregular size is needed.
"Flats are mostly regular. We try to save all the
regular flats to recycle," he said.
Lin also works as a shop assistant.
"There are a lot of students that come in for
class credit hours. John York will delegre a job
to me and I will have a crew work on it, he said.
Because it is a workshop, students are trained
on the safe use of tools.
"They gave a safety lecture," Chavez said. "They
covered it in two parts one for working in the
theater in general and one for assembling set
pieces."

shop.

Right: From left, senior David Guzzetta, a theater arts major, stands on a ladder to
fix one of the lights on the Amen Corner set in the University Theater in Hugh Gillis
Hall Wednesday afternoon. Nick Ruiz, a junior television, radio, film and theater
major, puts tape on the seams of boards to make them look like one piece on the
set.
Below: Lana Dykstra, a sophomore theater arts major, cleans a wooden board
Wednesday in preparation for painting in the scene shop in Hugh Gillis Hall

Photos by Yvonne Rogue / Daily Staff
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Bomb scare turns
out ’harmless’
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By Ken Lotich
Daily Staff Writer
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A suspicious black motorcycle carrier container was reported
Wednesday morning at the intersection of Ninth and San Fernando
streets according to San Jose Police
Department public information officer Gina Tepoorten.
A San Jose State University grounds
worker placed the call to the
University Police Department at 6:05
a.m. UPD Officer Jason Martinez and
Cpl. Lee Tassio arrived at 6:07 a.m.,
said Sylvia Hutchinson, director of
communications and public affairs at
SJSU.
The San Jose Police Department
was notified, and arrived at the site at
6:31 a.m. They contacted their bomb
squad to check out the container.
The bomb squad arrived at the scene
at 6:55 a.m. Twelve officers made up
the squad, including on-call bornb
technicians Sgt. Don Harris and
Officer Richard Sugimoto, said
Tepoorten.
The Ninth Street Plaza entrance
near the corporation yard was closed
off, extending to the signal lights
located north of the Industrial Studies
building to the ATM machines, said
Hutchinson.
The corporation yard and the
Industrial Studies building were evacuated as well, said Hutchinson.
Hutchinson said the number of people evacuated from the yard and
building was unknown.
The San Jose Police Department
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strive to translate their native Ian
guage into English to survive.
"There are many levels of ESL,"
she said. "In general, people not born
here might have to translate every
single word."
Thanh said Mosaic offers ESL
workshops, and it is open for everyone as well as ESL students.

Chinese Cuisine

Mandarin 4,h’ hrichlian Cuisine
Lunch and Ihnina
rimed Sunday
Open

CASA DE IDS

Camera One

"We teach English as a first step in
training for a high enough score to
pass the TOEFL," he said.
We also have a placement test to
determine their level to help students who might have more problems with the ongoing language barriers, he said.
Webb said the difficulties Might
include getting comfortable with
their new learning and living environment.
"It is more difficult to get settled
in and learn things,* he said. "And,
for most of them, it’s the first time
living in the area. The grocery
stores, restaurants, bus system and
transportation are always a big challenge."
Vananh Thanh, a senior art major
who is a student assistant at the
Mosaic Cross-Cultural Center, said
ESL students are hardworking.
"I think they need more attention
and have extra work, they work
harder because of the language and
have more work to do," she said.
"Try to understand the ESL student.
They need understanding."
Thanh said she sees how student
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bomb squad deemed the case harmless and, the area was cleared at 8:44
a.m., Tepoorten said.
UPD reports described the container as a black motorcycle cargo carrier
container, approximately one-and-ahalf feet long, one foot wide, and one
foot tall.
Tepoorten said an article referring to
biological testing from the Sierra
Club was found by the case.
According to the Sierra Club official
Web site, the Sierra Club is an environmental organization founded in
1892. Their mission is to "Explore,
enjoy and protect the planet."
Hutchinson said the incident is still
under investigation.
UPD asks if anyone has information
regarding this or any other incident
please contact UPD at (408) 9242222.
If a student would like to report
information confidentially, they can
call Crime Stoppers at (408) 947STOP or visit the report page at
http://www2.sjsu.eduipolice.
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Velvet voice
carries melodic
waves to the ear
By Carrie Mattingly
Senior Daily Stay Writer
Life seems almost sweeter listening
to music on headphones.
If it happens to be Erykah Badu’s
new EP release, "World Wide
Underground," you’ve got it made.
Track one of this Motown Records
release, "Intro -World Keeps Tumin"
is smooth and melodic. Flow can a
track that only lasts one minute and
39 seconds be so relaxing?
Simple. Badu’s voice.
Set to a variety of supernatural
sounds, the velvet vocalist captures
the sensual side, giving it a reason to
ease into a peaceful state of mind
or get closer to that special someone.

REVIEW
Armed lyrically and sporting a not
so new Afro, Badu doesn’t ride this
"World Wide Underground" task
solo.
A few artists have made the effort
to come and play or say their piece.
Soul -rocker Lenny Kravitz helps
bring "Back in the Day" forth, while
Queen Latifah, takes a movie -making break to create a new version of
"Love of My Life."
On the revised quest, Badu not
only has Queen Latifah but Angie
Stone and Bahamadia featured on
track nine.
Networked together, each lady’
rhymes a fluid verse while Badu can
be heard adding, "ritI ding dong,
ring -a -ding ding dong in the background of "Lpve of My Life
Worldwide," where she uses Anita
Ward’s 1979 hit, "Ring My Bell."
Said to be inspired by a new love
affair, "I Want You" ends around
nine minutes into the nearly 11
minute long song. Do not be
alarmed when at this point it sounds
like the CD is skipping it’s not.
A completely difterent feel is being
adopted. It is no longer a rhythm
and }slues song. It is like a transfor-,
mation of what seems to be a Jimi
Hendrix tribute, singing guitar riffs
and psychedelic nostalgia.
A new love affair can easily be
made with those two minutes alone.
It’s very moving.
Track seven is by far the most
commercial sounding song on the
CD. Coupled with a strong, head
nodding beat and a dramatic story to
boot, "Danger" can speak for this
entire album, if radio allows.
Do not be fooled. Dig dee0r, this
entire disc is worth your time.
This recently named Entertainer of
the Year at the "Soul Train Lady of
Soul Awards" has a total of three
studio-recorded releases.
Badu’s second album "Mama’s
Gun," Was released nearly three years
ago and before that "Baduizin" in
1997. The singer/songwriter has
been around for a while now. No
wonder
"World
Wide
Underground" proves to be a handsome follow up.
Ten songs in less than 60 minutes
go fast. Press repeat, then let loose.
Badu makes nonbelievers, into
believers.
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The ’School of Rock,’ starring Jack Black

Studying the essence of rock ’n’ roll
in music, they were assigned to be security guards, light and sound technicians, a
manager and even groupies.
The groupies eventually come up with a
name for the band: School of Rock.
Reluctant at first, the students are convinced by Finn not to tell their parents
about this "project."
He stretches the truth to the students
and tells them that other schools are competing in the "Battle of the Bands."
Once the students agreed to this, the
jam sessions started.
Homework assigned by Finn was minimal, but one assignment was making students listen to such music legends,
according to Finn, as Jimi Hendrix, Pat
Benetar, Pink Floyd, Janice Joplin and
Led Zeppelin.
The movie is effective because of the
Horace Green students, played by kids
between the ages of nine and 14.
The excitement is felt through the
music and acting of the young musicians
and actors. For many of the young actors,
it was their first professional acting
appearance.
While a slight chemistry between the
uptight, stressed -out Principal Mullins
( Joan Cusack) is sensed between her and
Finn, the movie avoids a cheesy romance.
This allows the viewers to completely
focus on the hopeful success of both the
"School of Rock," as well as the success of
Finn.
Though the inevitable happens Finn
is discovered to be an imposter, a successful twist is thrown into the film, leaving
critics with a feel-good, non-conformity
lingering taste of what it takes to be a preserving musician.
Black does not seem to need to go out
on a limb to fulfill the role of Dewey. His
acting appears natural, creative, upbeat,
and genuine.
More importantly, he is funny.

By Jennifer McLain
Daily Staff Writer
Actor Jack Black is more than just a
comedian and musician.
Black also takes on the role of an aspiring musician, intertwining his musical talents with his comedic acting, posing as
substitute teacher in the upcoming film.
"School of Rock," opening Friday.
Black has featured in such films as
"High Fidelity," "Shallow Hal," "Orange
County," and is in the band Tenacious D,
a rock-duo that pokes flan at rock bands
and the musical industry.
In "School of Rock," Dewey Finn
(Black) is a hopeful guitarist who is trying
to make it big. Finn is constantly hounded by his roommate’s girlfriend to get a
job and pay for rent.
He considers his roommate, Ned
Schneebly (Mike White), a sellout.
Schneebly, who used to be in the band
with Finn, now works as a substitute
teacher makes him.
Finn, despite the fact that he does not
have enough money to pay rent and does
not have a "real job, is convinced that him
and his band will succeed.
In the movie, his band prepares for the
"Battle of the Bands," a local competition
for bands. The award for winning is a
large chunk of cash.
His dream is temporarily stalled, and
the rent further avoided, after Finn’s band
fires him because of his 20-minute guitar
solos and dancing around the stage.
During Finn’s last performance with the
band, he grabs the microphone away from
the lead singer, improvises by adding his
own words to the song, and finishes by
jumping off the stage into the audience.
The trouble really starts when Finn
answers the phone at his and his roommate’s apartment and the call is for
Schneebly.

PHOTO COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Finally warming up to his class of impressionable youngsters, lack
Black teaches them about hangovers and other life joys.
The prestigious Horace Green hangover is, Finn startles the students as
Elementary School needs a substitute he rips down a chart of gold stars, which
fifth-grade teacher. Once he finds out was the way the previous teacher docuhow much the school pays and realizes he mented the good and bad students.
With nothing to teach about, Finn
can finally pay the rent, Finn impulsively
agrees to take the job and impersonates as stares, sleeps, and encourages recess as the
class looks on, rather bored.
his roommate.
Though Finn does offer a lecture about
Attempting to look professional, Finn
shaves his five-day-old beard and combs how much life sucks to the students, he
dots
not start his teaching tactics until
his crusty, greasy shoulder length hair to
the side. With a collared shirt, sports jack- after he realizes how musically talented
his students are after sneaking behind
et and a wrinkled pair of pants, Finn hops them in their music class.
into his van for the first day of his teachWhen the students get back from their
ing career.
music class they are surprised to find Finn
Wearily, the students watch as Finn turned the classroom into a music studio.
enters the classroom. Posing as Schneebly,
Finn, who stores guitars, drums, keyhe attempts to write his roommate’s name boards, microphones and percussion in
on the board, but couldn’t spell it. He tells the back of his van, figures out, one by
the students to call him Mr. S.
one, how talented the students really are.
Students who didn’t have a background
After he explains to the students what a

Comedian, actor and musician all in one
By Jennifer

McLain
Daily Staff Writer

It’s black and white.
Well, it is for comedian Jack Black and
Mike White as they team up for the
movie "School of Rock," opening this
Friday.
The script of "School of Rock" was
written for Black by his former neighbor
White. White also co-starred in the
movie as Dewey Finn’s (Black) roommate.
"Yea, it was the Jack Black show,"
Black said.
White said he chose Black to perform
because of his unique personality.
"Jack is a great performer, a terrific
musician and the perfect antihero,"
White said.
Black, comedian, actor, and musician
sat at the head of a orange, round, mirrored table in his modest hotel room
Sept. 17.
With shorter hair, a freshly shaved face
and a stripped shirt, Black did not exactly mirror his character in "School of
Rock"
Finn is a stubborn guitarist against
conformity and "the man." Finn does
support anything regarding music.
Throughout the movie, Finn looked
dirty, greasy and crusty, from his hair to
his grungy shoes.
Besides the difference in character
appearances, the similarities between
Finn and Black couldn’t be more alike.
Black, who is now part of the two-man
band Tenacious D, tried to start a band
in high school, he said.
"It was a meltdown," Black said.
After struggling as a musician and an
actor, Black said he did not actually
receive a big break until the movie

"High Fidelity."
Besides Black and Finn’s similarities in
musical perseverance, the mentality of
the two toward the government is not so
different.
Finn frequently downplays the government and refers with negativity to
the "the man," who lower folks continue
to answer to, known as the higher power
in society
Black feels some of the same animosity, he said.
"The war on drugs is just lame. Pot
should be legalized. It’s not like marijuana is the number one date rape drug
proven by scientists," Black said.
In addition, Black also commented on
Californian politics.
"I don’t like Republicans. I think the
recall is retarded. Anyone but
Schwarzenegger," Black said.
While politics may not be Black’s
stronghold, music is. Black and White
wrote several songs, including a few of
the solos perfoimed by Finn in the
classroom.
"They’re not really songs so much as
nuggets of songs," Black said.
Black was especially impressed with
the kids who acted, and played music, in
the film.
"These kids were amazing musicians
from the start and they took direction
really well," Black said.
The director, Richard Linklater, casted
talented musicians, Black said.
The auditions took place in more then
ten U.S. and Canadian cities.
"Linklater put an importance on casting great musicians. The finest possible
talents were found," Black said.
Black said after a six-week rehearsal,
the kids improved. He predicts some of

the musicians will continue to improve,
such as leading guitarist in the movie
Zack ( Joey Gaydos Jr.).
Black offers advice to people, young or
old, hoping to pursue lifestyles around

art.
"If you want to be in the arts, dip your
toe into as many as possible. It helps
each art. It’s good to do all the arts,"
Black said.
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Splish splash ...

LANE I Education and health care top priorities
ir

continuedfrom page 1
which could mean cutting back expenditures on other issues. Besides educafion, Lane said hc wants to offer basic
level of universal health care for all
Californians similar to what is offered
-*to residents of Hawaii and Oregon.
Therefore, cutting wasteful state
expenditures and overhauling the
California budget is something which
Lane stresses on.
For example, ensuring quality education for schools might require cutting
back on certain programs such as art. If
that is necessary, Lane said, "so be it."
Streamlining organizations and
services, Lane said, would be another
way to restore efficiency and cut costs.
To improve the CSU system, Lane
said he would fire Chancellor Charles
Reed.
"Fish rots from the head down," Lane
said. "He (Reed) has been responsible
for the system for the past eight years.
A
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He’s alienated the state legislature with
the PeopleSoft system."
Lane said Reed has not been an efficient chancellor and has not handled
the CSU system well and therefore
needs to be replaced.
"I have never lira jorer rnmlity
among faculty and more pressure on
students, and I blame it on
Chancellor Reed," he said.
Making sure students graduate on time
and hiring and retaining experienced
faculty is also something which Lane
wishes to do regarding the CSU system.
"People don’t live on prestige alone,"
Lane said, adding that he plans to
raise faculty and staff salaries. He
added that with about 30,000 students being denied admission in the
CSU system, it could cause a ripple
effect, which would adversely affect
most Californians.
"Students see (education) as an
investment in the future," Lane said
Apart from Reed, Lane also wishes

to fire Art Torres, the chairman of the
state Democratic Party, whom he
blames for most of the problems
California is facing.
However, Lane said that although
he is a Democrat, he is able to work
through party lines and has the support of Republicans, Democrats,
Greens and Independents.
The gubernatorial race is not the
first political campaign for Lane. In
1996 and 1998, Lane was the
Democratic nominee for the U.S.
House of Representatives but did not
win. In 1995, Lane tried to run for
Congress but withdrew to not divide
the Democratic vote and became the
co-chair ofJerry Estruth’s campaign.
His previous political experience
and involvement with the faculty
association has given him the ideal
political background, Lane said.
Lane said as a Democrat, he understands the problems of majority of
Californians and says that rich

HEALTH I

Republicans would not be able to
identify with issues that workingclass Californians face.
"I think God was a Democrat,
interested in poor people," Lane said.
He blames the general economic
downturn on the Bush administration. However, he is a fiscal Conservative and says that he does not think
Californians are under taxed, but are,
in fact, over taxed.
Besides education and health
care, economic growth and campaign finance reform are some of
priorities.
Danopolous said a candidate running independently or withoitt major
party support often has to face overwhelming odds.
Lane, however, said that he never
enters a race to come second and
thinks California needs to be run
with fresh ideas.
"What I want is a better California
for your family and mine," he said.

HOURS I

Harris said students who learn they
have HIV, AIDS or any sexually
death for Americans between the transmitted disease will be able to
ages of 25 and 44 in 1999, according connect with resources to help manage the combination of medication
the CDC report.
Among young men between the effects that might have an impact on
ages of 13 and 24, 49 percent of all their ability to do homework or get a
AIDS cases reported in 2000 were job.
"Students may not have the energy
among men who have sex with men
(MSM); 10 percent were among because of an illness are referred to
injection drug users (IDUs); and 9 the disability resources," he said.
percent were among young men "They can also link up through the
infected heterosexually, according to Career Center to help work with
prospective employers.
the report.
Sivertsen said students need to
The report also said of young
women the same age, 45 percent of know that their health and lives are
all AIDS cases reported were important.
"You’re playing Russian roulette
acquired heterosexually and 11 percent were acquired through injection with your life," she said. "There’s a
lot
of misinformation out there - it’s
drug use.
Oscar Battle, health center educa- not justgay men who are getting
tion coordinator, said counseling and HI and AIDS."
"It’s really important for students
peer-to-peer training about at-risk
behaviors work to help in AIDS pre- and individuals to recognize that
AIDS is not over, it’s not going
vention.
"We go to campus clubs and away, it’s still a killer disease,
organizations to educate students Sivertsen said. "Being cavalier about
safe sex is self-destructive."
about prevention," Battle said.

continuedfrom page 1

continuedfrom page 1

"It would have allowed us to keep
one floor open later for students,
Whitlatch said.
Measure Y was narrowly voted
down by the students last semester.
Goodman said he had planned to
have the same hours in the new
library as he put in Clark
"When I saw the hours (in Clark
Library) were so short, I decided to
fund it to make them longer,"
Goodman said. "I wanted to do that
again this year, but we just don’t have
the funds.
Blasi believes that funding should
not be an issue in the extension of
library hours.
"In the student preamble it states
that the students must have educational equity," he said. "These hours
are going against the university policy.
Blasi expressed his concern that
reduced hours would affect students
ability to succeed, and impinge on
women in particular

"Is the university willing to risk the
success of 30,000 students for 14 hours
of funding," he said. "And where will
women go to study at night?
"If they are going out to Denny’s to
study, is that safe?
W&itlatch said that the library will
continue with extended hours during
finals time as it has in years before.
"We will open up the lower level
entirely for students until 12 a.m.,"
she said.
Goodman said that the cost of running the bigger library is what is
restricting the possibility of having
later hours, and that the current balance of funds does not permit extra
money going into library hours.
"There is no way to extend the
hours without cutting something
vital, like classes," he said. "And I
will not let that happen."
Goodman encourages students to
use their voting power to get the university to how they see it should be.
"I’m going to try to put the measure
back on, and hopefully this time we
can makc it happen," he said.

Janean Brongersma / Daily Staff
Two -year-old Mason McIntyre plays in the fountain at Paseo de
San Antonio Tuesday afternoon, while his mother, Lindie, watches.
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TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS
13/T instructors elem schools
Degree/Gred. NOT Required.
poly for teachifig exp. Need car.
VM 408-287-4170 x 408 ECEA4E

RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA REC
DEPT. Positions Open Now For
Leaders. Afterschool Elem.Sch.
Age Child Care Recreation/
EMPLOYMENT
Enrichment Programs. P/T, M -F
2-6pm & T-Th 2-6pm positions
FRATERNMES SORORITIES available. Pay Range: $7.83CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS $11.32 hour. starting depending
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this
on exp. No ECE units req. Call
Semester with a proven
Kathy. 408-867-6348.
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our free
PROGRAM COUNSELOR I
programs make fundraising
Counselors for elementary, middle
easy with no risks. Fundraising school. & shelter, after-school
dates are filling quickly, so get programs for girls. Faciltate
with the program! It worksl.
curriculum activities. Strong
Contact CampusFundraiser at interpersonal, planning. organi888-923-3238, or visit
zation, & follow-through skills, a
www campusfundraiser.com. must. 12-15 hrs/wk, $10/hr. Visit
www.girlscoutsolscc.org for more
P/T, Fif STUDENT WANTED information. Send cover letter
for telemarketing potential high & resume to: Dept. PCI. Girl
tech customers. Great stress- Scouts of Santa Clara County.
free job for that student who 1310S Bascom Ave. San Jose
needs a little income while CA 95128 or FAX 408-287-8025
attending class. Great way to or email hr@girlscoutsofscc.org.
learn computer industry! $10/hr. AA/EOE.
Send resume: HR@pdpsys.com
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
OUTSIDE SALES INTERN Local valet company in search
$9- $12/hrToshiba Business of enthusiastic and energetic
Solutions, FT / PT. Copiers. individuals to work at nearby
Printers & Fax Equipment. malls and private events. FT/PT
Contact Dave: 650-845-6258
available. We will work around
your busy school schedule.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Must have clean DMV. Lots of
PT/FT - Flexible Schedule
fun & earn good money. Call
All Shifts - Grave Bonus
408-867-7275.
Student Friendly - Will Train
408-247-4827
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business.
AEROBIC/DANCE/PILATES
Perfect for students!
AM/PM Flex Sched. Must Have
Earn $250 every weekend!
Car. 1-7 hrs week. $15-$20 per Must have reliable truck or van.
hour. James@campcarter.net.
Heavy lifting is required.
Call 408-971-4760.
408-292-7876.
NEED P/T NANNY 2 days/week
Flexible hrs./days $10/hr. 2 kids.
Jackie 408-371-1311
OFFICE ASSIST. Basic Skills.
Flex ached 58-$10/hr to start.
James@campcarternet
408-971-4760
EGG DONORS NEEDED!
Healthy females ages 18-31
Donate to infertile couples
some of the many eggs your
body disposes monthly
COMPENSATION $5,000
Call Reproductive Solutions now
818-832-1494
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250/day potential Local positions
1-800-293-3985 eat 559
MOVIE EXTRA’S / MODELS
needed No exp. required, all
looks & ages Earn $100-$500 a
day. 1-888-820-0167 ext U203.
Certain adVertleements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
Offering employment listings
Ce coupons for discount
kettatiOn Of merchandise

VALET PARKING Now hiring
tor Part-time positions in the
San Jose. & Los Gatos area
We provide valet service for
hotels and special events.
Flexible schedules, mostly
evenings and weekends. Must
be neat, well groomed and be
able to provide excellent
customer service. Applicants
must be able to drive a 5-speed
transmission and -have-a valid
CDL with a good DMV record.
Starting pay is $7.00/hour plus
tips. Please call 925-934-7275,
Signature Parking Services.

NEED ONE P/T BOOKKEEPER
Bilingual Required English &
Vietnamese. Contact Van at
408-299-0988.

MASTERS SWIM COACH
Coach adult Masters Swimming
5:15am-8:00am Tues. & Thurs.
Coach adult swimmers in stroke
development, speed work, and
endurance. Applicant must
have competitive swim exp.
and experience in teaching.
Ability to obtain a lifeguard
certification is a must. For more
information call Elise Labor,
Aquatics Program Director
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL Central YMCA, 408-351-6326
exclusive
or email Elalor@scvymca.org.
help needed for small
shop and kennel PT. Tees-Sat.
Must be reliable, honest, able to LOS GATOS Swim & Racquet
do physical work. Prefer exp Club is currently accepting
working w/ dogs, but will train. applications for positions in the
Great oppty for dog lover. Can following departments: Fitness
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or Center, Age-Group Swim Team
Coaches, and Maintenance.
Call 371-9115
Applicants are to be outgoing,
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS able to multi-task and good customer service is a plus. PartPart-time work available with
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week) time AM/PM shifts available.
For more info: Call 408-356-2136
Internships possible
or Fax resume to 408-358-2593.
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
LIFEGUARDS - Instructional
Some conditions apply
Lifeguards - Aquatic Specialists.
Start at 15.75 BASE - appt.
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
Earn $75-$470 per week
or full time in San Jose.
part
in
experience
Gain valuable
Mon - Sat. $9.82 - $13.42/hr.
customer service & sales
Jacob 408-295-0228.
Call
No experience necessary
Resume: jobs@esba.org, or
Training provided
or mail
408-275-9858.
Fax
Endorsed by National
730 Empey Way San Jose 95128
Academic Advisory Board
Earn income & gain experience!
FIRM
10am - 4pm COMMUNICATIONS
Call 615-1500
’www.workforstudents.com/sisu’ expanding in SJ area Friendly
people needed in marketing dept.
Great Pay! Call 1-888-269-0287.
STUDENT SYDRK
$17.50 TO START
FT/PT Avail. All Majors,
SPORTS/THRILLS
Great Resume Exp.
Training Provided.
ATTENTION Personal Trainers
START IMMEDIATELY
Maximise your earnings
CALL 408-436-9336
with supplementation
FunStudentWork corn
Call 408-687-6906

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Experienced & dependable
Almaden/Branham area
Call Linda for appt at
408 -264-4504

ANNOUNCEMENTS
LET’S TALK
Humanist Polylogue, 1st Friday
each month, San Jose Peace
Center, 48 So. 7th St., 7:30pm.
10/3 topic CLOSET HUMANISM:
Why are we in the closet;
experience of coming out.
Peter Bishop, PhD, will provide
brief intro then group sharing.
Questions? 408-923-3774, or
WNW humanists.org.

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your term paper Or thesis
Experienced, efficient, reliably
exacting. I will meet your deadline. Call Grace 831-252-1108
or evagrace@aol.com.
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
(includes cosmetic) $69 00 per
year Save 30% - 60% For info
call 1-800-655-3225 or
www.studentdental com or
WWw.goldenwestdental.com

SHARED HOUSING

PHN: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com
TIRED OF SHARING
1BDRM IN 4 BR HOUSE 5650
A BATHROOM??
per month $550 dep Close to
SJSU, Lt Rail Beautiful house in Come see our huge 2 bedroom,
safe neighborhood w/ plenty ol 2 full bath. over 1000 square foot
parking. Call Alexa 925-698-0245 apartment. Walking distance to
campus newly remodeled,
gate
security
ROOMS 4 RENT. Sorority dbls parking,
larger than others’
w/meals inct M -F (great food) Substantially
n803
408-947
$1250/mo
Females only Fun atmosphere
Big screenTV. Ex Rm. Lndry fac
286-0868
$500/mo
more.
&

RENTAL HOUSING
DECORATOR APT, UNIQUE
Spanish Revival charm. We are
looking for a long term, financially responsible person who is
clean, quiet & sober. 1 bedroom
with den, hardwood floors. This
S.F. style flat has a yard plus
1 off-street parking. Individual
private front & rear entrances.
5900+/-. 551-553 So. 6th St.
Look, then call 408-286-0596.

RENT REDUCED! 2 ROOMS
spacious with walk-in closets.
2 APTS FOR RENT
1
$525/mo. Also large basement
476 N 3rd St
2
room, multiple occupancy, prvt
1 Bedroom Apt. 4
Studio
&
Large
entry, $550/ person. 3 blocks
Includes DSL, Direct TV. laundry, 7
from SJSU. 408-287-5917.
New Ref rig. Disposal & New
Paint Old Victorian home
8
LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE?
From $850 to $1100
Advertise in Classifieds!
9
Call Reed 408-219-1330.
50
The Spartan Daily

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CAI.I.

408-924-3277
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SJSU

STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF -

* Lost &

Address

City & Slate

WALK TO SCHOOL 550 S. 111h.
4 BR / 2BA Frig, D/W, $2000.
2 BR 2BA Frig, D/W. $1500.
Call agent at 408-377-3000.
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1 Smooth-paled
2 Author
- Wesel
3 Squabble
4 Mountain
ranges
5 Dublin playwnght
6 Gasp
7 Pie pans
8 Nest -egg letters
9 Perplex
10 Countless
11 Home
appliance
12 Undiluted
13 Cook’s qtys
21 Dory’s need
23 Supplement
25 Look pleasant
26 Bedding for
cows
27 Type of therapy
28 Soviet founder

30 Lamb Chop
puppeteer
31 Majestic wader
32 Sherlock
Holmes creator
34 Zoo barriers
35 Leo mo
38 Props
for Tiny Tim
42 Silvery fish
43 Elegant desse
45 Followed
46 Yes to Yvette
47 Put a hex on
50 Ryan and Tilly
51 Aloud
52 Locality
53 Crusty cheese
54 Loafing
55 EEC currency
56 Gouda s cousin
57 Enjoy a feast
60 CPR pro
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Please check
one classification:

Name

Five
Four
Iwo
Three
One
Days Days
Days
Days
Day
$11
$13
$9
$5
$7
3 lines
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY Discount;
20 + consecutive issues receive 10% off
40 + consecutive issues receive 20% off
off
50 + consecutive issues receive
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, stall & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set In bold typo at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

1 BD/1 BA 4 RENT- $900/MO
$400 deposit 985 N.7th St.
Near Light Rail & Freeways.
Call Jesus @ 408-272-1302.

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Gambles
_ nerve
10 EElyeS
Helena’s st.
14
5
15 Egypt’s capital
16 Cousteau’s middle
name
17 Biology topic
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 118Uarvest
9 H N’s
3 BR / 2 BA $1300/mo
529S. 10th St. 510-861-0820 20 Thaws
Available Oct 1 Call Now!
22 Passes out
24 Funny
DOWNTOWN APT FOR RENT
Charlotte For as little as $725/mo a newly 25 Soft drink
remodeled 1 BD/1 BA apt could 26 Pay
be yours! Located near SJSU in 9 Confused
bustling Downtown, makes it 3 Lock or curl
perfect for students. Further
Might’s partner
conveniences this apt offers 6 Freud topic
are laundry facilites and easy 7 Reagan
access to Bay Area freeways
nickname
Please contact John at
Was able to
408-947-0803 for showing Ask 9 tmg
Like
e humor
about STUDENT SPECIAL!!
’0"- -seeing

altociactlihs.dilisd3a3si3bidirdletters, numbers punctuation etynci3baitmlniti.

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

FREE. wireless
Internet ,iccc’.s

310 S. 3RD ST. SAN JOSE, CA 951 12
RIGHT ACROSS FROM MCDONALD’S

S S IF IED
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor Is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.
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NEWS

Zip code

Phone

Send check or money order b: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds

Lost and Found*
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

_Rental Housing
_Shared Housing
Real Estate
._Services
NealthiBeauty
_SpOttsiThrills
__Insurance
_Entertainment
_Travel
Tutoring
_Word Processing

San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
Deadline 1000 am two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid III No refunds on canceled ads
II Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 9244277
Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount tor other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.

Found ads are offered free

as

a service to the campus community.
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Spartans drown Otters
By Ian Ross
Daily Staff Writer
The Spartans men’s soccer team
upped their unbeaten streak to four
games with a 3-1 victory against Cal
State Monterey Bay Wednesday at
Spartan Soccer Field.
San Jose State University improved
their record to 5-1-2 while handing
the Otters their sixth consecutive
loss.
Striker Johnny Gonzalez and midfielder Jose Flores.provided the scoring punch and the Spartans defense
held CSUMB to one shot on goal
the entire game.
Gonzalez opened the scoring in the
32nd minute on an assist from midfielder Jose Juarez. The Spartans
attacked down the right side of the
field and Juarez played a through ball
to Gonzalez.
Otters goalkeeper Jared Racz came
out to challenge the shot. Gonzalez
chipped it over Racz into the left side
of the goal for his fifth score of the
season.
"I was making a near post run and
Jose Juarez flicked the ball to me over
the defenders," Gonzalez said. "I saw
the goalie coming out so I shot for
the far post and luckily it went in."
SJSU took the 1-0 lead into halftime. The Spartans defense, led by
Richard Halvorsen, Chris Mackey
and Dylan Pender, prevented the
Otters from getting off a single shot
attempt in the first half. The
Spartans out shot the Otters 17-1.
Our defense has been the rock of
this team," said Gary St. Clair, the
Spartans head coach. "We’ve been
changing the rest of the team (with
substitutions) except those three
guys, because we have no one else."
The Spartans scored their second

goal in the 63rd minute.
Midfielder Daniel Perez bent a
touch pass to Flores just beyond the
midfield line. Flores made a run
toward the goalkeeper’s box, eluding
defenders left and right. Once inside
the box, Flores placed the ball into
the right side of the goal, his third of
the season.
St. Clair said that Flores was the
man of the match for SJSU.
"Soccer is like any other sport," he
said. "You need players once in a
while to make a play and (Flores)
did."
The Otters got back into the game
in the 69th minute, scoring a controversial goal on their lone shot of the
game.
After an initial shot attempt, Otter
defender Nick Lackey got behind the
Spartan defense for a one-on-one
opportunity against Spartan goalkeeper Eddie 1Dlominguez. One of
the linesmen raised his flag for an
offside call on the play as Lackey put
the ball into the back of the Spartan
goal to pull within 2-1.
The Spartans bench was unhappy
with the call but the referee allowed
the goal to stand.
"He looked offside to me," St. Clair
said. "When the lineman puts his
flagS up, the players stop playing.
Fortunately, it didn’t hurt us.
CSUMB coach Artie Cairel, saw
the play differently.
"(Lackey) took the initial shot and
deflected it over the top (of the
defense) and then played (the ball),"
Cairel said, "At no point was he offside because he took the initial shot."
Cake said that CSUMB forward
Daniel Benito was offside but he
didn’t play the ball so the goal should
have counted.
The Spartans regrouped and got
their third goal of the game in the

77th minute on Flores’ second goal
of the afternoon.
Forward Tim McKinney received
the ball inside the goalkeeper’s box
on the right side of the field.
McKinney crossed the ball in front
of the goal and Flores headed it past
Racz to put the Spartans up 3-1.
"He was open so I _got him the
ball," McKinney said. "My strategy is
that if I don’t have an open shot, but
I see someone else has a better
opportunity, I just pass it off to
them.".
Cairel said, dzspite the loss, he was
happy with his team’s play against
SJSU, now nationally ranked in the
Soccer America poll.
"Anytime you play the No. 23 team
in the nation, you expect a tough
game," he said. "You couldn’t have
asked for a better script, except for us
getting the fourth goal instead."
St. Clair said playing on the
Spartan Soccer Field as opposed to
Spartan Stadium is a challenge for
his team.
"The first thing you have to do is
get the players up," he said. "It’s a
dead atmosphere out here."
The Spartans only play one more
game in Spartan Stadium this season, on Sunday night against the
University of San Francisco.
St. Clair hopes to have some of his
injured players back on Sunday.
The Spartans were missing several
key starters against CSUMB due to
injuries and suspensions. The Otters
were also missing three starters, said
CSUMB head coach Cairel.
Forward Randy Poggio, the
Spartans leading goal scorer through
the first seven games, missed
Wednesday’s game due to a red card
ejection for head butting an opponent during Sunday’s game against
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. Poggio
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Spartan midfielder Aaron Perego, left, and defender Dylan Pender go
for a header with Cal State Monterey Bay forward Justin Arthur
Wednesday during the first half of San Jose State University’s game
against CSUMB at the Spartan Soccer Field.

will be eligible to play against USF
on Sunday.
Midfielder Frank Sanfilippo and
defender Artin Rodriguez both
missed their second consecutive
games due to injury.. Midfielder
Frank Mata, who played hurt against

Cal
Poly, didn’t play against
CSUMB.
Mata has a quadriceps pull and St.
Clair said he hopes that having a
game off will allow him to play
against USF. St. Clair also expects to
have Rodriguez back on Sunday.
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San Jose State University (1-3) at Rice University (0-4)
5 p.m., Saturday at Rice Stadium, Houston, Texas

SJSU football team faces alternatives in Houston
By Mark Cornejo
Daily Ste Writer
The Spartans defense will have plenty
of options when they face off with Rice
University Saturday night.
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The Spartans (1-3) will meet up with
the Owls (0-4) and their triple option
offense at Rice Stadium in Houston
Kickoff is slated for 5 p.m.
"It’s a unique offense," said Ken
Hatfield, who is in his 10th sehson as
head coach of the Owls. "We run it as
an equalizer."
The triple option gives the quarterback the option" of 1) handing the ball
off to the fullback for a rush up the
middle, 2 )keeping the ball on a quarterback sweep to the outside or 3) can
pitch the ball to the running back who
follows the quarterback on the sweep.
Hatfield said he began running the
triple option when he was became head
coach at the Air Force Academy in
1980 as a way to recruit athletic quarterbacks.
Spartan head coach Fitz Hill said
because the Owls depend on rushing
yards it’s important to stop Rice on first
and second downs to put them in passing situations.
"We need to get them into third and
long (situations)," Hill said. "They want
to control the ball and the clock We
just need to stop them."
Hill said the Spartan defense will have
to be more disciplined to stop the
option.
Everyone has an assignment on
defense," Hill said. "If one person
breaks down it can cost you big time."
Linebacker Paul Olcumu said it is
essential for each defender to stick to
the plan the coaches have came up with.
"You can’t make plays outside of your
assignment," said Okumu, who is third
on the team this season in tackles with
32. "If everyone doesn’t stick to their
assignments, you’re screwed."
Spartan defensive end Philip Perry
understands that stopping the triple
option can be a difficult task, but it all
starts with the quarterback
"It’s going to be pretty tough," said
Perry, whose job it will be to stop the
Owl, ball carriers up the middle. "We
have to be on top of the quarterback
with our line and our linebackers."
Hill said he saw the extra week off as
an advantage for the Spartans to get
ready for the Owls.

"Last week we had three great practices," Hill said. "Our game plan has
been done since last week"
Hatfield agreed the off week gave the
Spartans an upper hand.
The 16-day rest they’ve had is certainly going to help them out," Hatfield
said.
Hatfield said he is planning on using
both junior Greg Henderson and freshmen Joel Armstrong at quarterback,
even though Henderson leads the team
this season in both passing yards (247)
and rushing yards (275).
"We run our quarterbacks a lot and
need both to be ready to play," Hatfield
said.

Clearance
The Spartans offense received good
news on Sunday when wide receiver
and kick returner Kendrick Starling was
medically cleared to play against Rice.
Starling, who suffered a concussion on
Aug. 30 against the university of
Florida, did play wide receiver Sept. 6
against Stanford University, but did not
return kicks.
"I shouldn’t have played against
Stanford," Starling said.
Still feeling the effects from the concussion, Starling was forced to sit out
the Spartans Sept. 18 meeting with
University of Nevada-Reno, but said he
is now healthy.
"Rice is going to be a [gear opportunity for me," said Starling, who is still
ranked fourth in the nation with 33.17
yards per kick return.
Joining Starling and the Spartans
offense a ainst the Owls will also be last

season’s starting
w
center
Walker said
on Sept. 19 that
the NCAA told
him he would
be available for
the Rice game.
Walker had
appealed to the
NCAA to be
able to play this
Walker
season after he
was required to complete his undergraduate degree in four years to gain his
fourth year of eligibility.
"It feels great," said Walker, who will
bethe starting center on Saturday. "I’m
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Hatfield was the head coach of the
University of Arkansas in 1989 when he
brought on a new graduate assistant foo
the offensive coordinator Fitz Hill.
Hill was working on his doctorate of
education at Arkansas when he was
added t tic Razorbacks staff
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Reunited

"(Hill) is top of the line," I lattield
said. "He’s as good of a coach out there
in football."
Hill said he has a great relationship
with Hatfield and that it began from his
time he was on the Razorback staff.
"He was good to me," Hill said.
"Sometimes as a graduate assistant people don’t ibpct you."
Hill said he still looks up to Hatheld
as a coach and a man.
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field."
Walker was supposed to be available
for the Nevada game, but the NCAA
held its decision over until the day after
the game.
"That was pretty devastating," Walker
said. "I kind of wondered if it would
ever happen, but I didn’t let it getin the
way of preparing for the game.
ready to be back on the
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